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Abstract: We show theoretically that broad area lasers driven by a nearly resonant bichromatic
field may support dark-ring cavity solitons as well as domain walls and labyrinthine patterns.
1. Introduction
Many nonlinear optical cavities have been shown to support transverse patterns with different symmetries (rolls,
hexagons, and also quasi-patterns) as well as cavity solitons (CS) [1]. The latter are particularly interesting objects
because of their potential use as memory bits in optical information processing systems [2]. However usual lasers do
not fall into the category of CS-supporting systems since, usually, either phase-sensitivity and/or a bistability is
required for CS. Up to now two ways have been proposed for exciting CSs in lasers: the use of saturable absorbers
[3], or the injection of a monochromatic signal [4]. Also very recently two-photon lasers have been predicted to
support CS [5].
Here we demonstrate theoretically an alternative way for exciting CSs in lasers based on the injection of a
resonant bichromatic signal into the laser cavity. Differently from the previously suggested laser CSs, the ones we
present here are based on the development of two dynamically equivalent laser field phases differing by p. Hence
the reported CSs belong to the class of dark-ring cavity solitons, in which a bright spot with a definite phase is
surrounded by an oppositely phased, spatially uniform light distribution, both phases being separated by a dark ring.
These phases appear when the laser emission frequency locks halfway between the two injected signal components,
which can be understood as a result of the competition between a (phase sensitive) resonant, degenerate four-wave
mixing process –in which two injected photons (one of each signal component) are converted into two equal laser
photons– and the usual (phase insensitive) stimulated emission process of free running lasers.
Apart from CSs other phase patterns (e.g. domain walls or labyrinths) are shown to form in the laser transverse
plane. We find two generic types of phase patterns, which differ in the way the light phase varies between two
oppositely phased regions. In the first type the phase abruptly changes by  along th  line separating both regions; in
these patterns the referred lines are dark and we speak of Ising-like patterns, in analogy with the Ising walls of
ferromagnets [6]. In the second type the phase varies continuously and smoothly across the line, still accumulating p
between both sides; in these patterns the referred lines are gray and we speak of Bloch-like patterns [6].
As we show below the detuning between the central injection frequency and the free-running laser frequency
selects the geometry of the observed patterns (domain walls, labyrinths, or dark-ring CS ), as well as the injected
signal strength controls their Ising or Bloch character.
2. Model
We consider the standard Maxwell-Bloch equations [7] that model pattern formation in a single longitudinal mode,
two-level laser with injected signal, inside a plane mirrors resonator, which can be written in dimensionless form as
( )[ ] ,1 in2 EEiPEiEt +Ñ++D+-s=¶ (1)
( ) ( ) ,1 ENrPiPt -+D--=¶ (2)
( )[ ].Re PENbNt *+-=¶ (3)
The complex fields E and P are the scaled envelopes of the electric field and medium polarization, - N is
proportional to the difference between the population inversion and its steady value in the absence of lasing, and
inE  is the scaled complex envelope of the injected signal. ^gk=s , and ^gg= ||b , being LcT=k  the cavity
linewidth (c is the effective light velocity within the resonator, L is the cavity length, and T is the mirrors’
transmissivity), and ^g , and ||g  the decay rates of P, and N, respectively. The transverse Laplacian 222 yx ¶+¶=Ñ ,
where the spatial coordinates ( )yx,=r  are measured in units of c2/1L )( -^wg , being Lw  the laser emission
frequency; t is time measured in units of ^g1 . Finally r is the usual laser pump parameter and the detuning
)()( AC k+gw-w=D ^ , being ( )AC ww  the cavity (atomic) frequency.
Eqs. (1)–(3) have been written in the frequency frame ( ) ( )k+gkw+wg=w ^^ /0 AC  of the on-axis, or plane
wave ( )0=¶=¶ EE yx , steady lasing solution in the absence of injected signal. Previous studies have considered
pattern formation in model (1)–(3) when the injected signal is monochromatic, either as ( )tiEE q-= exp0in  [7,8], or
as ( )tiikxEE q-= exp0in  [9], with 0E  constant. These represent an on-axis, resp. a tilted, injected signal whose
frequency detuning from 0w  is qg ^ . Here we consider the case
( ) ( ),expcos0in titEE q-w= (4)
which represents an amplitude modulated field of carrier frequency qg+w ^0 , and modulation frequency wg ^ .
Alternatively (4) represents a bichromatic injection formed by the superposition of two coherent light beams of
frequencies wg±qg+w ^^0 , and equal amplitudes. In order that (4) be consistent with the uniform field and single
longitudinal mode approximations that lead to Eqs. (1)–(3), both the carrier frequency offset qg ^  and the
modulation frequency wg ^  must be much smaller than the cavity free spectral range TLc pk=p=a 22 . Hence we
must impose Tps<<wq 2, . Note however that the rhs of the inequality is much larger than s since 1<<T  is
assumed in the uniform field limit, hence in fact there is almost no practical limitation to the values of q a d w.
In all this work we shall consider the positive detuning case 0>D  for which, in the absence of injected signal,
the laser is off for 20 1 D+º< rr , and switches on at 0rr =  giving rise to the on-axis l s ng solution [10,11].
3. Reduction of the Maxwell-Bloch equations to a driven, complex Ginzburg-Landau equation
In order to gain insight into the basic pattern forming properties of the system, we undergo next a reduction of Eqs.
(1)–(3) to a compact form that allows a simplified treatment of the problem. The reduction will be done, as usual [8-
12], in the close to threshold regime 220 rr e+= , being 10 <<e<  an auxiliary smallness parameter. We consider
( )0e=D O , where a complex Ginzburg-Landau (CGL) equation describes the laser in the absence of injection
[10,11]. For smaller d tunings, say ( )e=D O , the nature of the bifurcation changes and a complex Swift-Hoh nberg
equation is obtained [12]. As for the injected signal we consider ( )3e= OF  and ( )2, e=qw O , which correspond to
a weak field almost resonant with the free running laser emission frequency. Finally, we introduce slow spatial
scales ( )yYxX e=e= , , and multiple slow time scales ( )K,2,1, =e= ktT kk , and assume that the laser variables
admit the expansion ( ) ( )å¥= e= 1 21 ,,,,,, n nn TTYXGtyxG K , NPEG ,,=  [10,11]. Upon substituting all previous
scalings into Eqs. (1)–(3) and equating equal powers in e, an finite hierarchy of equations is obtained which must
be solved up to ( )3eO . As usual, at this order a solvability condition must be imposed (in order to avoid unbounded
solutions) which yields the searched equation. By undoing all the scalings the equation can be written as
( ),cos)()1( 02
2
0
1 tEuiuurriuius t w+Ñ+--D-s+q=¶ - (5)
where ( ) ( )D-D+s+= iis 1/11 , and ( ) ( ) ( )tEtitu ,exp, rr q= . Equation (5) is a CGL equation with direct ac-driving
which, for 00 =E , reduces to the laser CGL equation derived in [10]. Analytical, although very involved,
information can be obtained from Eq. (5). Hence we consider for simplicity the case s = 1 which, according to our
numerics, is representative of many other cases. Now the CGL Eq. (5) can be written as
( ) ( ) ( )wt+-Ña++n+m=¶ t 2cos1
22 fuuuiuiu , (6)
where 2t=t , ( )0rr -=m , q=n 2 , 1-D=a , ( ) 01 Eif D-= , and space has been normalized to D . In the
following we choose, without loss of generality, f as a positive real number since the phase of F  n t been fixed.
4. Ising and Bloch domain walls. Pattern formation
Let us consider now the limit of “strong” and “fast” modulation 1, >>wf  in Eq. (6). By no means this limit is ess-
ential, but it allows a clear understanding of the role played by the bichromatic injection. In fact, the num rics we
show in Sec. 5 do not verify that limit, eventhough they are qualitatively described by the features we show next.
In the limit 2, 11 Wh=wh= -- Ff , being 10 <<h<  a smallness parameter, we search for solutions to Eq. (6)
in the form ( ) ( ) ( )h+t=t OTuu ,,, 0 rr , where th= -1T  is a fast time scale. At ( )1-hO  the solution reads
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t+WW=t ,sin,,0 rr iUTFTu . The evolution equation for U is found as a solvability condition, which must
be imposed at order 0h . The searched equation reads:
( )[ ] ( ) *2212 UUUUiUiU g+-Ña++n+g-m=¶ t  , (7)
where ( ) ( )28
12
2
1 w=W=g fF . A main effect caused by the bic romatic injection is represented by the last, phase
symmetry breaking term, which reduces the original phase invariance of the laser down to the discrete one UU -®
(equivalent s ates whose phases differ by p). This allows the existence of stable domain wall solutions which, for
0=n=a , are analytical in one spatial dimension, and are known as Ising (I) and Bloch (B) walls [10]:
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )[ ].2sech52tanh
,2tanh
xixxU
xxU
B
I
gg-m±gg-m±=
g-mg-m±=
(8)
The Ising wall (a dark line where U = 0) is stable for m<g<m 5/ , and the Bloch wall (a gray line) is stable for
5/0 m<g< . At 5/m=g  an Ising-Bloch transition occurs. Regarding the pattern forming properties of the system, a
linear sability analysis of the spatially homogeneous solutions of Eq. (7) reveals that extended patterns arise,
whenever 0, >na , with wavenumber k given by 22 1/ a+g-n=ak  or 2222 1/)2( a+n+g-m-n=ak ,
depending on whether the trivial or the nontrivial (phase-locked) solutions is considered.
5. Numerics: Phase domains, labyrinths, and dark-ring cavity solitons
All previous analytical predictions were tested against the numerical integration of Eq. (6), nd also of the full
Maxwell-Bloch equations (1)–(3). A split-step method was implemented on a two-dimensional grid of 128´128
points with periodic boundary conditions. Numerics started from a spatially random distribution of the electric field.
In the absence of injection vortex ensembles spontaneously developed, Fig. (a). For 0£n  Ising and Bloch domain
walls were found as transient states, as usual in two-dimensional systems, Fig. (b). Also extended, labyrinthine
patterns, Fig. (c), were found for 0, >na . Finally, for intermediate detuning values dark-ring CSs were found. Fig.
(d) shows a transient state with two stable CS  nd two contracting domains. In the final state four CSs are obtained.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure. Laser intensity distribution according to the ac-driven complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (6) for m = 1 (set
by normalization of), w =2p, and a = 10. Rest of parameters are f = 0 (a); f =7, n =  0 (b); f = 7.5, n = 0.6 (c),
f =10, n = 0.27 (d).
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